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Larson's market-leading text, PRECALCULUS is known for delivering sound, consistently structured

explanations and exercises of mathematical concepts to expertly prepare students for the study of

calculus. With the ninth edition, the author continues to revolutionize the way students learn material

by incorporating more real-world applications, ongoing review, and innovative technology. How Do

You See It? exercises give students practice applying the concepts, and new Summarize features,

Checkpoint problems, and a Companion Website reinforce understanding of the skill sets to help

students better prepare for tests.
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Pre Calc isn't too fun, but the answers to the odd numbered problems are in the back. It's helpful if

you don't have someone to tell you the answers so that you know you're doing things right. You're

probably going to buy the book anyway because it's for a class, but I just thought I'd let you know

it's alright. All of these books are way over priced though. Better off renting it.

If you have a choice, avoid this book. It is TERRIBLE! Very unclear and very erratic. You look

through the study material, everything seems clear and logical. Then you start doing the exercises,

and suddenly you realize that you don't understand anything at all! It looks like either different

people wrote the study material and the exercises, or they were just put together from different

sources. A lot (and I mean A LOT) of tasks are absolutely random, so you sit there like "where the

hell did this come from? it's never been mentioned before!" So you have to go online and find similar



examples with solutions to get the idea, or bug the instructor every friggin day! Why did I pay for the

book then????I'm aiming for medical school, so math is very important to me, and I must

understand everything today in order to be able to move forward successfully tomorrow. With this

book I am struggling. I can't afford a B, or God forbid a C.Not recommended. At all.

The book is more helpful then the professor.. My professor does not speak very clearly so I

reference the book constantly.

The explanations within the sections are not totally comprehensive, but the questions at the end of

each section are excellent, and using the answers in the back of the book I managed to figure out

what I was not understanding.

i would give it five starts if i bought it for pleasure.... digital copies of school books!!! we've come a

long way! no more lugging a 400lb back pack!

Excellent book, makes learning math fun, and easy!

Great condition and return was so easy!

I needed this for my precal class and they where selling the book for around $300 and no renting or

used books. Luckly i found i could rent this book from  and that save alot of money.
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